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Structuring Portfolios of
the Finest Investment Grade Wines



“We Have a Singular Purpose – To Structure and Manage Custom Portfolios of 
the Finest Investment Grade Wines in Order to Achieve Substantial

Long-Term Capital Appreciation for Our Clients.”

Trellis Fine Wine Investments, LLC is the United 
States’ leading independent fine wine investment 
company. We specialize in structuring and managing 
custom portfolios of the finest investment grade wines 
solely for capital appreciation. Unlike wine brokers 
and merchants, we do not buy or sell wine for our own 
account nor do we hold any stock. This allows us to 
avoid the conflicts of interest inherent within these 
relationships. Moreover, our recommendations are 
based solely upon the ability of each wine to produce 
superior absolute and risk-adjusted returns for our 
clients. Accordingly, our advisory process is designed 
to maximize financial returns as opposed to selecting 
wines for personal consumption.

Independence
As an independently owned consulting company, we 
do not buy or sell wine for our own account nor do we 
hold any stock. Rather, all of our clients’ wine is
purchased and sold on their behalf as their authorized agent. Upon purchase, we arrange for each client’s wine 
to be held in their name in a secure third-party government bonded climate controlled warehouse in the UK or in 
Bordeaux, France. Moreover, we receive no compensation based on the purchase or sale of our clients’ wine. 

This arrangement enables us to purchase wine on our clients’ behalf from multiple sources at the best possible 
price. It also alleviates the temptation to make buy or sell recommendations based on a conflicting desire to 
move inventory or generate trading fees. Accordingly, our independence enables us to purposefully avoid
conflicts of interest and to manage our clients’ portfolios for their maximum financial advantage. It also allows 
our clients to have confidence that our recommendations are unbiased and truly in their best interest. We believe 
that it is this ethical commitment which creates the foundation upon which long-lasting, trusted relationships 
with our clients are built.

Values
The following core values are the foundation upon 
which our corporate culture and client relationships 
are founded:
• Honesty and Integrity – in all of our actions
• Respect – among our co-workers and our clients
• Independence – from conflicts
• Service – to our clients and community
• Diligence – in providing our services and meeting   
   our clients’ needs
• Competence and Professionalism – in all of our   
   endeavors
• Excellence – in all things that we do
• Pride – in all of our work
• Responsiveness – to our clients’ needs
• Passion – for what we do
• Team Work – in achieving our clients’ goals
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Services
Trellis Fine Wine Investments, LLC provides the following services:

• Structuring and Managing Portfolios of Fine Investment Grade Wine for Capital Appreciation: We use 
  our market based research and proprietary investment strategies to structure and managed custom tailored
  portfolios of the finest investment grade wines for long-term capital appreciation.

• Personal Drinking Cellar Development: For investment clients who desire to acquire the finest wines for 
   personal consumption, we can assist them in developing a personal drinking cellar.

• Wine Tastings and Seminars:   We periodically sponsor wine tastings and seminars to enhance our clients’ 
   understanding and enjoyment of fine wine.
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THE WINE MARKET:  AN OVERVIEW 
The vast majority of the world’s wine production is not suitable for investment. Short longevity, poor quality, 
large production volume and the absence of any meaningful price appreciation makes most wine not worthy of 
investment. In fact, investment grade wines makes-up less than 1% of the total worldwide wine market, with 
approximately 80% coming from the classified chateaux of Bordeaux. The remaining 20% of investment grade 
wines come from the top producers in Burgundy, the Rhone Valley, Champagne, and the regions of Tuscany and 
Piedmont in northern Italy. The characteristics that define an investment grade wine are:

Supply and Demand Imbalance = Price Appreciation
It is the persistent supply and demand imbalance within the investment grade wine market that makes invest-
ment grade wine a good investment. This imbalance is due to the following factors:

The combination of scarcity and ever increasing demand is what fuels the consistent price appreciation of 
investment grade wines. The result is that over the past 40 years investment grade wines have produced an
average return of between 12% and 16% per year.

• Unlike other wines, the supply of investment grade wine is severely constrained due to the fact that they 
   are produced in very limited quantities. This primarily is a result of the restrictive classification system    
   and zoning laws imposed upon the top producers in Bordeaux and Burgundy. 

• Worldwide demand for the top investment grade wines has significantly increased over the last decade 
   due to the emergence of the “new wealthy” in China, Russia and other emerging markets who want to 
   own these wines.

• Fine wines improve with age; thereby, becoming more attractive and valuable as they mature.

• As fine wine ages, it begins to be consumed, which increases both its scarcity and demand.

Pedigree – The wine must be produced by a chateaux, domaine or producer whose name is synonymous 
with quality and prestige, 

Longevity – The wine must be able to age for at least 25 years with maturity occurring after  the 10th 
year;

Price Appreciation – The wine must have a consistent and documented history of substantial price
appreciation over a decade or more;

Liquidity – The wine must be made in sufficient quantities so that it can be bought and sold on the
secondary market; and

High Critical Acclaim – The wine generally must have been given a score of at least 95 points by one or 
more of the principal worldwide wine critics.
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FINE WINE AS An INVESTMENT
Purchasing fine wine for investment is nothing new. In fact, the British and the French have been purchasing 
fine wine for capital appreciation for more than 150 years. Even in America, many collectors historically have 
engaged in a “two case” purchase strategy. Under such a strategy, one case would be purchased for consump-
tion and the other for investment, with the profits from the sale of the investment case being used to finance the 
purchase of both cases. However, it wasn’t until fairly recently that the benefits of fine wine as an asset class for 
inclusion within a diversified investment portfolio have become better understood. 

The seminal work in this area was performed by Professor Mahesh Kumar and published in his book Wine  
Investment for Portfolio Diversification - “How Collecting Fine Wines Can Yield Greater Returns than Stocks 
and Bonds” (The Wine Apprentice Guild, 2005). As described in his book, Professor Kumar found that a portfo-
lio of 50 of the finest investment grade wines produced an average annual return of 12.3% for the 20-year period 
from 1983 to 2002. This return substantially outperformed both the FTSE 100 and Dow Jones stock indexes for 
the same period. Professor Kumar also found that this outperformance was achieved with much lower volatil-
ity. However, his most important discovery was that the returns associated with fine wine historically have not 
moved in conjunction with those of stocks and bonds. This finding proved that including fine wine within a 
diversified investment portfolio not only increases returns but also reduces portfolio risk by increasing the level 
of diversification.

Other academic studies support Professor Kumar’s findings. For example, Professors Philippe Masset and Jean-
Philippe Weisskopf in their papers “Raise Your Glass: Wine Investment and the Financial Crises” (November 
2009) and “Wine as an Alternative Investment” (February 2010), found that including fine wine within an invest-
ment portfolio increases portfolio returns while also reducing risk (particularly during financial crises). Their 
research also showed that a portfolio of fine wine significantly outperformed the Russell 3000 stock index on 
both an absolute and risk-adjusted basis during the 15-year period from 1996-2009.



The findings of Kumar, Masset and Weisskopf are fairly intuitive when one examines the historical returns of 
the Liv-ex 50 and 100 fine wine indexes. Through August 2011, these indexes produced a 5-year total return of 
175.6% and 109.8%  respectively. This is compared to the -8.7% total return for the FTSE 100 stock index and 
the -6.5% total return for the S&P 500 stock index for the same period.

Indices Level MOM YTD 1yr 5yr

Liv-ex Fine Wine 50 415 -4.4% 3.6% 20.2% 175.6%

Liv-ex Fine Wine 100 345 -4.0% 2.5% 13.5% 109.8%

FTSE 100 5,395 -7.2% -8.6% 3.3% -8.7%

S&P 500 1,219 -5.7% -3.1% 16.2% -6.5%

Gold 1,125 13.6% 23.6% 38.4% 241.9%

When compared to other market indexes, the performance of the Liv-ex 100 fine wine index is equally as
impressive. The chart below shows the relative performance of the Liv-ex 100 fine wine index vs. US stocks (as 
represented by the S&P 500 index), foreign stocks (as represented by the MSCI-EAFE index) and US real estate 
(as represented by the NAREIT US Equity REIT index) for the 10-year period from July 2001 through
June 2011.

Source:   Trellis Fine Wine Investments, LLC

Viewed in its entirety, this information shows that selected investment grade wines can provide above average 
long-term returns when compared to the stock market while also significantly reducing investment risk when 
incorporated within a diversified portfolio.
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Our Approach
Our investment approach involves the following
elements:
• Wine Investment Policy Statement Development;
• Execution of Wine Investment Strategies;
• Storage and Insurance;
• Portfolio Valuation and Reporting; and
• Exit Strategy Assistance

Wine IPS Development 
We begin by consulting with each client to
understand their investment objectives, time horizon 
and risk tolerance. This information is then used to 
establish each client’s individual fine wine
investment strategy. After the client’s investment strat-
egy has been established we memorialize their objec-
tives, time horizon, risk tolerance and
investment strategy in their personal Wine Investment
Policy Statement. The purpose of the Wine  
Investment Policy Statement is to act as each client’s 
personal roadmap for their fine wine portfolio.

Strategies
We recommend the purchase of only the finest
investment grade wine for capital appreciation.

As a result of our extensive research on historical 
wine prices, we have reduced the investment grade 
wine universe from approximately 200 wines to only 
the top 50 or so that have consistently exhibited the 
highest average annual price appreciation over mul-
tiple years and vintages. We future limit our consid-
eration to only those wines that were produced in the 
best vintages. In short, we only consider wines that 
are the “best of the best” for inclusion in our client 
portfolios.

Within this limited universe of wines, we employ a 
relative value strategy in determining which wines 

to recommend for purchase and sale. This strategy 
uses our proprietary model to determine which wines 
are substantially underpriced, and thus, likely to pro-
duce above average price appreciation. Our model 
is supported by information that we obtain from our 
extensive database of historical monthly wine prices as 
well as current market information that we obtain from 
Liv-ex and other sources. Application of this strategy 
involves recommending the purchase of wines that are 
undervalued and the sale of wines that are fairly valued 
or overvalued. Although this model is principally used 
to purchase back vintages on the secondary market, we 
also use it to determine whether the current Bordeaux 
en primeur (futures) offering represents a good value. 
However, given the risks inherent within the futures 
market, we generally will not allocate more than 25% 
of a client’s portfolio to wines purchased en primeur 
(via futures). This actively managed strategy is de-
signed to take advantage of the valuation inefficiencies 
within the fine wine market.

We also employ a longer term buy and hold strategy 
which is designed to meet the needs of our clients with 
more modest risk tolerances. Under this strategy the 
top wines from each investment worthy vintage are 
recommended for purchase at a certain time after their 
market release. The wines are then held for a minimum 
of five (5) years.
 
The above two strategies also can be combined in vari-
ous percentages to create a custom wine strategy that 
matches a client’s particular investment objectives and 
risk tolerance.
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Storage & Insurance
The provenance, or documented storage condition of  
wine, is an important factor in determining its fair
market value and ultimate realizable gain. Wines that 
have a record of minimal travel and being stored in 
a professional temperature and humidity controlled 
facility typically will command a higher sale price 
compared to similar wines with lesser provenance. 

An example of the importance of provenance can be 
seen in the consistent 20% or greater price discount 
imposed upon wines with US and Taiwanese import 
labels. This market discount is justified given that 
secondary market purchasers of US and Taiwanese 
imported wine have a legitimate concern as to wheth-
er the wine has been improperly handled while being 
shipped across the ocean. 

Most of our client wine purchases are made in the UK 
in order to take advantage of the liquidity of the UK 
wine market and to avoid the US import discount.
We also may periodically purchase wine directly 
from a chateaux, domaine, or negociant. Accord-
ingly, we typically arrange for our clients’ wine to be 
insured and stored in their name in a secure govern-
ment bonded wine storage facility located in the UK 
or Bordeaux, France. Through our relationship with 
Nexus Wine Collections, we are able to obtain pref-
erential storage at Octavian Vaults and London City 
Bond – Vinotheque, the two premier bonded wine 
storage facilities in the UK. We also have access to 
premier bonded storage facilities in Bordeaux, France. 
Each client has access to their wine at all times and is 
provided periodic stock reports by their wine storage 
facility.

All wines stored in bond are fully insured at full 
replacement cost and will not be subject to value 
added tax (VAT) or import duty while in bond.

Valuation & Reporting
At least twice a year, we provide each client with a 
report describing:

• Their current wine holdings;
• The current market value of each wine;
• The historical performance of each wine;
• The current market value of their wine portfolio as a 
   whole;
• The historical performance of their wine portfolio as 
   a whole; and
• A description of any purchases and/or sales during 
  the relevant period.

In valuing our clients’ portfolios, we use current
market information provided by Liv-ex and other third 
party sources.

Exit Strategy Assistance 
The price obtained upon sale is one of the most
important factors in determining an investor’s return on 
investment. Our continuous assessment of the fine wine 
market allows us to identify the most
appropriate time to benefit from any appreciation seen 
on our clients’ holdings. Moreover, when the time 
comes to sell, we will recommend the sales avenue that 
is likely to produce the highest net realizable price. The 
sales avenues at our clients’ disposal include:

• The Liv-ex fine wine exchange;
• Brokered private party sales to merchants, restaurants, 
   hotels and other private collectors;
• Consignment through a merchant or broker; and
• Auctions through a reputable auctioneer such as
  Sotheby’s or Christie’s.

As each client holds title to their wine, they also are 
free to sell their wine at any time without our assis-
tance.

Unlike merchants, brokers and other wine investment 
companies, we do not charge a disposition or exit fee 
for assisting in the sale of our clients’ wine.
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Our Advantages
We provide our clients with the following advantages 
which are unique to our firm:

• Client Focus:  We are committed to developing    
   long-lasting trusted relationships with our clients by:    
   (i) providing our clients with superior personal ser-
   vice, (ii) avoiding conflicts of interest, and (iii) creat-
   ing custom wine portfolios that serve the individual 
   needs of each client.  

• Unbiased Advice:  We are not a wine merchant 
   and do not carry any stock. Therefore, we are free to  
   recommend the most appropriate wines for our
   clients’ portfolios. We also are able to assist our   
   clients in acquiring their wines at the lowest possible 
   price from multiple sources.

• Established Strategies: Unlike some companies 
   whose wine investment strategies are based on
   supposition, our investment strategies are based upon     
   market research and rigorous analysis of current and
   historical wine prices. Our strategies also are
   supported by current market information that we    
   obtain from Liv-ex and other sources.

• Transparent Fee Structure:  The only compensation 
   that we receive is an advisory fee that is based on a    
   percentage of the market value of each client’s
   portfolio. This fee structure is advantageous for our    
   clients in that it is easily understandable and enables   
   us to provide unbiased advice without the conflicts  
   of interest associated with selling stock or receiving a   
   commission for the purchase and/or sale of our
   clients’ wine. We also do not charge any account set   
   up fees, dealing charges on sales or purchases, early
   encashment fees, investment top up charges, carried   
   interest or redemptions fees.

• Active Portfolio Management:  Unlike many
  companies that advocate a purely buy and hold
  strategy commencing with the purchase of each wine   
  en primeur (via futures), our primary strategy is based   
  on the active management of each client’s portfolio. 
  Through the use of our proprietary software and
  access to extensive market data, we are able to em-  
  ploy an active relative value strategy that analyzes   

  the fine wine market on an on-going basis in order to   
  identify mispriced wines for purchase and sale.

• Accessibility: We handle a limited number of client  
  relationships, ensuring easy and direct communication 
  between us and each client. Whether by phone, e-mail   
  or an in-person meeting, we make it a point to be
  directly accessible to our clients.

• Location: We are the leading independent fine wine 
   investment company located in the United States.  
   Although our services are open to foreign investors,   
   our location within the United States allows us to meet   
   the unique needs of American investors.

• Continuity: Our firm is independently owned and 
  operated, assuring continuity of management and our  
  continued commitment to our clients.

• Confidentiality:  We are committed to keeping our 
   clients’ personal information confidential. According-  
   ly, pursuant to our written privacy policy, we do not   
   sell or otherwise disclose any of our clients’ confiden-  
   tial information to third-parties.
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FAQ’s
1. What are the advantages of investing in fine wine?

Investing in fine wine has the following advantages:

• High Capital Growth with Low Volatility:  Fine wine has 
  produced long-term average annual returns of  between 12%   
  and 16% per year with a level of volatility that is
  substantially lower than the stock market.

• Portfolio Diversification:  Fine wine benefits from low ex-
  posure to stock and bond market risk factors. Thus, fine   
  wine can offer a valuable dimension of portfolio
  diversification when incorporated within an investment  
  portfolio.

• Tax Free Investment (UK Investors):  The taxing
   authorities in the UK consider fine wine to be a “wasting 
   asset,” and thus, do not impose capital gains tax on the
   purchase and sale of fine wine. Unfortunately, the United    
   States has not adopted a similar approach. Therefore, 
   the purchase and sale of fine wine by US investors may be   
   subject to capital gains tax.  In addition, if the wine is kept 
   “in bond” it will not be subject to value added tax   
   (VAT) or import duty.  Before investing in fine wine, it is    
   advisable that you consult with your tax advisor in order to  
   more fully understand your specific tax situation.

• Personal Ownership of a Tangible Asset:  Wine is a
   tangible, transportable and consumable asset. Thus, it is
   extremely versatile in that it can be purchased purely for
   investment as well as for personal consumption and
   enjoyment.

• Inflation Hedge:  As a tangible and consumable asset, the  
   price of fine wine tends to increase with inflation. This  
   makes investing in fine wine a good way to preserve wealth 
   in times of rapidly rising inflation.

• Currency Hedge (US Investors):  The purchase and sale of 
   fine wine in the UK and Europe provides US investors with   
   a hedge against the decline in the value of the dollar.
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2. What are the disadvantages of investing in fine wine?
Investing in fine wine has the following disadvantages:

• Risk of Loss:  As with any asset, the price of fine wine can 
  go down as well as up, so risk of loss is always possible.   
  However, fine wine has historically produced returns that 
  are much less volatile than the stock market.

• Less Liquid Market:  The fine wine market is less liquid 
  than the stock and bond markets. Thus, it may be more
  difficult to quickly sell fine wine investments. However, with 
  the establishment of the Liv-ex fine wine exchange in 1999, 
  the fine wine market has become much more liquid.

• Spoilage, Damage or Theft:  As a tangible and consumable   
   asset, fine wine is subject to spoilage, damage and theft.

  However, by obtaining insurance at replacement value, an 
  investor can effectively eliminate this risk.  

• Less Transparent Market:  The fine wine investment market 
  is less transparent and regulated as compared to the stock and 
  bond markets. 

• Currency Risk (US Investors):  The purchase and sale of  
   fine wine in the UK and Europe carries currency risk for US
  investors.

• Higher Transaction Costs: The transaction costs associated 
  with the purchase, storage and sale of fine wine tend to be    
  higher when compared to the transaction costs associated 
  with other investments such as stocks and bonds. 

3. What is the expected return from fine wine as an
    investment?

Over the past 40 years investment grade wines have produced 
an average gross return of between 12% and 16% per year. 
Accordingly, our target average annual return for our client 
portfolios is 15% before fees and transaction costs.

4. What wines do you recommend for investment?
We only recommend the purchase of the top 50 or so invest-
ment grade wines based on their historical price apprecia-
tion. We also primarily deal in case allotments as this is the 
most standard format traded on the secondary market. In 
order to ensure each wine’s provenance and maximum resale 
value, we only recommend purchasing investment grade 
wines that have been kept in their original wood case. We 
also avoid wines that have US or Taiwan import labels or 
which have a documented history of trans-ocean travel as 
these wines tend to trade at a discount to current fair market 
value. 

5. Do I own my wine?
Absolutely. Each client’s wine is purchased, on their behalf, in 
their own name and title remains in their name until sold. We 
act only as a client’s authorized purchasing / selling agent. 
Thus, we never hold title to any of our clients’ wine. More-
over, we do not have access to our clients’ wine and cannot 
sell our clients’ wine without their written consent.

6. Where are my wines purchased and sold?
The majority of our clients’ wine is purchased and sold on 
the secondary market in the UK. The reason for this is that 
the UK wine market is the most transparent and liquid in the 
world. We also may purchase wine directly from a chateaux, 
domain, or negoicant.

7. Where are my wines stored?
We arrange for our clients to store their wine in a secure, 
temperature and humidity controlled government bonded 
wine storage facility in the UK or Bordeaux, France. Wines 
are stored in each client’s name with individual client identi-
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fication numbers on each case. Through our relationship with 
Nexus Wine Collections, we are able to obtain preferential 
storage at Octavian Vaults and London City Bond – Vino-
theque, the two premier bonded wine storage facilities in 
the UK. We also have access to premier bonded storage in 
Bordeaux, France. Each client has access to their wine at all 
times and will receive periodic stock reports from their wine 
storage facility.

8. How do I know my wines are in good condition?
The condition and provenance of each wine purchased 
through the Liv-ex exchange is verified by Liv-ex. We also 
have arranged for Nexus Wine Collections to assist us in 
confirming the condition of each wine upon receipt for stor-
age. Photographs of each wine as well as web-pictures can be 
provided to verify each wine’s condition.

9. How safe are my wines?
Each government bonded warehouse is a secure facility with
redundant systems to ensure optimum humidity, light and 
temperature control. Insurance at “replacement cost” is in-
cluded as part of the per case wine storage fee charged by the 
bonded facility. Annual storage fees for UK storage currently 
run between £9.00 and £13.00 per case or between $14.75 
and $21.50 per case in current US dollars.

10. Do I have access to my wines?
Yes. Each client has access to his or her wine at all times and 
can request that their wine be shipped to them anywhere in 
the world at any time. However, if wine is removed from bond, 
it may be subject to UK value added tax (VAT) and duty. Any 
shipping charges also are the responsibility of the client. 
Clients typically receive periodic reports from their wine 
storage facility describing their current holdings. We also can 
arrange for clients to visit their wine in-person when in the 
UK or Bordeaux, France.

11. How long of an investment time horizon should I 
      have?

Given the transaction costs associated with the purchase, 
sale and storage of fine wine as well as the fact that fine wine 
prices can plateau for several years, we recommend that an 
investor in fine wine have a holding period of at least five (5) 
years, with a more optimum holding period being eight (8) 
years or longer.

12. What is your minimum investment amount?
Our current account minimum is $35,000 (USD) for indi-
viduals, with a minimum of $10,000 (USD) for subsequent 
additional contributions. 

For institutions and private limited partnerships, our ac-
count minimum is $70,000 (USD), with a minimum of $15,000 
(USD) for subsequent additional contributions. 

Individuals who are unable to meet our account minimum 
can have access to our services if they are able to pool their 
money with their friends and family through the establish-
ment of a private limited partnership or syndicate. If they can 
collectively raise $70,000 (USD) for investment, we can act 
as an advisor to their limited partnership.

13.What is your fee?
We charge an annual advisory fee equal to 2.50% of the 
current market value of each client’s portfolio (subject to a 
minimum annual fee of $1,200). This fee is nonrefundable 
and payable in advance bi-annually. We do not charge any 
account set up fees, dealing charges on sales or purchases, 
early encashment fees, investment top up charges, carried 
interest or redemptions fees with respect to our clients’ 
investment portfolios.

14.Will I receive periodic reports?
Yes. At least twice a year, we provide each client with a 
report describing:

• Their current wine holdings;
• The current market value of each wine;
• The historical performance of each wine;
• The current market value of their wine portfolio as a   
   whole;
• The historical performance of their wine portfolio as a 
   whole; and
• A description of any purchases and/or sales during the 
  relevant period.

We also provide each client with periodic market reports 
that we publish.

15. Are you a wine merchant or broker?
No. We are not a wine merchant or broker and therefore, 
do not carry stock or buy or sell wine for our own account. 
Our only business is to provide our clients with consulting 
services related to the purchase, storage and sale of fine in-
vestment grade wine. In purchasing and selling wine on our 
clients’ behalf we act only as their authorized purchasing / 
selling agent. We do not have access to our clients’ wine and 
cannot sell our clients’ wine without their written consent.

16. Are you a registered investment advisor?
No. We do not recommend the purchase or sale of any secu-
rities or any other assets other than fine investment grade 
wine. Accordingly, we are not a registered investment advi-
sor and are not regulated by the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission or any state securities regulatory agency. Prior 
to investing in fine wine we recommend that you consult 
with your financial and tax advisors to make sure that an 
investment in fine wine is appropriate given your individual 
circumstances.



TRELLIS
FINE WINE INVESTMENTS, LLC

To start a relationship or to learn more about our services, please contact us at:

Trellis Fine Wine Investments, LLC
300 North Washington Street, Suite 405
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Telephone:  (703) 740-1763
Fax:  (703) 637-4467 

www.trelliswineinvestments.com


